Hammar H20

world market leader
for some very
strong reasons

10 good reasons to choose
the Hammar H20
When you buy a Hammar H20 you don’t just get

parts. You simply install a new one every two years

the market’s best-selling release unit. You also

and dispose of the old one. The H20 has a Red

get a sample of our long history and tradition of

Weak Link connector with a 3-step coupling device.

safety at sea.

By eliminating the risk of incorrect installation,

The Hammar H20 fits liferafts of all shapes and

we have made it even safer. Thanks to its safe,

sizes. It is constructed from glass fibre reinforced

reliable and simple design, the Hammar H20

nylon, which prevents it from corroding. The H20

has earned more worldwide approvals than any

needs no annual service, maintenance or spare

other unit.

The H20 works like this: A white Hammar H20 strong
rope is secured to the deck or liferaft cradle, and
attached to the liferaft lashing with a sliphook. The
liferaft painter line is shackled to the Red Weak Link
connector. If the ship sinks, within a depth of 4 metres,

the water pressure will activate the sharp knife, which will
cut the strong rope and allow the liferaft to float free. As
the ship sinks, the liferaft p
 ainter line will be stretched
and the liferaft will start to inflate. The Red Weak Link will
break and survivors can board the inflated liferaft.

1. The Original

2. Reliability

3. World-wide approvals

Hammar developed and introduced

The Hammar H20 has a proven

Hammar H20 has more world-wide

disposable hydrostatic release

track record of more than 25

approvals than any other unit on the

units for liferafts.

years.

market.

4. The Red Weak Link

5. Comprehensive Manuals

Unique patented system that

Product and installation manual in

secures correct installation.

17 languages.

6. World-wide
distribution network

7. Product liability

8. Broad product range

Hammar has extensive

Our product range includes release

Quick and prompt supply to our

coverage for product

units for liferafts and EPIRBs as

distributors enables high stock

liability all over the world.

well as Remote Release Systems,
and is broader than any other

turnover.

product range on the market.

9. Satisfied customers

10. Strong brand

The Hammar H20 is by far the

Hammar has existed for more than

best-selling hydrostatic release

150 years, and we will be there for

unit in the world.

you in the future too.

Accent Reklambyrå

which model fits your needs?
Our product range includes release units for liferafts and EPIRBs as well as remote
release systems. The products are available through distributors and manufacturers
all over the world. Please visit www.cmhammar.com for further information.

Hammar H20
standard SOLAS
Model

Hammar H20
with blue top
label, 6 metre

Hammar H20
Small Raft Model

Hammar H20
Remote Dual
Assembly, heavy
load type

Hammar H20
Remote Dual
Assembly,
vacuum type

Hammar H20
Remote Dual
Assembly,
electric type

Hammar H20
Remote unit,
vacuum type

Hammar H20
for EPIRBs

www.cmhammar.com
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